
CHANGING THE WAY PEOPLE EXPLORE OFFICIAL STATISTICS

The benefits of flexible working options are well 
documented. It takes something special, though, to 
enable fully functional statistical analysis of big data 
online. Only SuperDataHub gives users the ability to 
perform their choice of queries, blend data sources 
and share results. Whether student statisticians or 
experienced analysts, working with official statistics 
has never been easier.

POWERED BY THE WORLD’S BEST STATISTICAL SOFTWARE
SuperDataHub is powered by SuperSTAR, the preferred choice of many 
of the world’s leading organisations thanks to its sheer ability to handle 
big data. We believe users should not sacrifice functionality in favour of 
flexibility; with SuperDataHub, there’s no need to compromise.

ACCESS YOUR WORK, WHEREVER YOU’RE WORKING FROM
Big data users have had little opportunity to take advantage of today’s 
flexible working options; the sheer volume of data made it impractical. 
Because SuperDataHub is cloud-based, users work with official statistics 
without repeatedly locating and downloading data; work is saved online and 
can be accessed at any time from any computer.

BLEND DATA FROM MULTIPLE SOURCES
SuperDataHub will automatically suggest combining information with other 
relevant data, blending easily to give users deeper insights. For example, a 
healthcare organisation researching aged care might combine its medical 
data with the most recent census to predict future needs.
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UPLOAD YOUR OWN INFORMATION
With SuperDataHub you can securely upload your own 
databases in order to integrate them with official statistics. 
Available in three cloud options, you can choose which best 
suits your situation:
•	 Everything in the cloud
•	 A hybrid option that retains some data on your own in-

house system while putting other data in the cloud and
•	 Full scale enterprise with all data completely held within 

your own systems.

INSIGHTS MADE BETTER WITH METADATA
SuperDataHub incorporates metadata to achieve more 
accurate insights. Metadata – a set of data that describes and 
gives information about other data – helps users to select 
the most appropriate data and interpret results. This saves 
research time and reduces errors.

PERFORM QUERIES ON UNIT RECORD DATA – FULLY 
CONFIDENTIALISED
SuperDataHub is the only online statistical software tool with 
sufficient confidentialisation to allow users to perform queries 
- and adjust those queries on the fly – using unit record data. 
Meeting the stringent data sovereignty needs of governments 
worldwide, SuperDataHub lets users ask the questions most 
relevant to their needs, without risking privacy.

FREEING SKILLED RESOURCES FROM SLOW MANUAL 
TASKS
SuperDataHub automatically suggests additional data 
sources, providing metadata to help make the most relevant 
choice quickly, saving work online to avoid huge downloads. 
Data sources are combined rapidly so the user can cut lower 
grade chores and spend more time using their skills on the 
analysis they are trained for. 

Easy-to-build queries

Visualise data with charts

Upload your own data
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